THEOREM 1. 1 . Let &ςis^ be arbitrary, not necessarily connected Lie subgroups of Aut (G) such that sf\& has finite volume (or is compact). For any xeG, &x is bounded \™) ^ is bounded. THEOREM 1.2. Let B^A be arbitrary, not necessarily connected, closed subgroups of G such that A/B has finite volume (or is compact). Let α € Aut (G) be arbitrary. Then the displacement set disp (a, B) = {a(x)x~*ι xe B} is bounded \ -y disp (a, A) is bounded.
The authors prove these results for G whose Levi factor is faithfully represented; there are indications that they remain true for all connected G. The proofs devolve to questions about faithful linear representations of certain nonconnected groups. Recent results of G. Hochschild show that G < a Aut (G) is faithfully represented if (i) the Levi factor of G is faithfully represented, and (ii) the nilradical is simply connected. In the authors' work it is crucial to know that the representation can be chosen so that Gxl (if not all of Gx σ Aut (G)) is mapped to a closed subgroup of GL(V); this is proved by modifying Hochschild's proofs, coupling them with methods developed by M. Goto. Furthermore, invariant finite Borel measures play a large role: Lie theory yields information which drastically restricts the possible locations of such measures. In crucial places the converse is true: invariant measure arguments seem necessary to obtain algebraic and geometric information about the actions.
F. P. GREENLEAF AND M. MOSKOWITZ
For future reference we state the precise result concerning bounded elements J5(G, jtf). If a group Jzf acts by homeomorphisms of a locally compact space, J^ x X -> X, the bounded orbits are defined in the obvious way. Adopting a slight modification of the terminology introduced in [5] , we define a "layering" of X terminating at Y to be any finite sequence of closed, jy-invariant sets X= Xo 2 X, 2 2 X m = Y such that: Each point in the ith layer X t ~ X t^ -L t has a relative neighborhood U £ L t which is moved to infinity within L t by a suitably chosen sequence of transforms {a ά } £ J%f {OL 5 {U) Π K-ψ eventually for every compact set KQ L t \ notation: a 5 
(U) -> î n L t ).
Clearly then each point in Li has a relative neighborhood with infinitely many disjoint j^-transforms, so this strengthens the notion of layering used in [5] . Existence of a layering immediately forces all finite, J^-invariant Borel measures to be supported within the closed terminal set Y. The central result we wish to prove is: THEOREM 
Let G be a connected Lie group whose Levi factor is faithfully represented. For any subgroup ,Sϊf £ Aut (G), ( i) B(G, j&O is closed. (ii) There is an *S/-invariant layering from G down to B{G, (iii) Any finite, *s/-invariant Borel measure has and conversely if xe B(G, Jϊf) there is such a measure with x 6 supp μ £ B(G,
Due to the arbitrary nature of *$>/ this greatly generalizes previous results of [5] , [6] where Jxf = Int (G), and [7] where J^ 2 Int (G); these, in turn, took as their start the work of Tits [18] where J^ = Int (G), G semisimple without compact factors. (Strictly speaking, the result are not quite related by inclusion because in the special case s/ -Int (G) we were able to avoid any assumptions concerning the Levi factor.)
As we will show in § 4, validity of (1.3) for some class of groups G immediately leads to validity of the density Theorem 1.1 for these G. As for 1.3 , the first step is to prove 1.3 in the case of linear actions, where G is a vector group. This is done in § 4; at the same time we shall point out and correct a gap in [7] , closely connected with this discussion. The linear case and our discussion of faithful representations of G x σ Aut(G), which are given in §3, yield 1.3 in full generality. Incidentally, the simplest property one might examine in the context of 1.1 is the question whether: έ%χ -{x} => j&x -{x}. Counterexamples are known in which &x = {x} but Jzfx is bounded and Ψ{x\, so 1.1 seems to be the best result generally valid.
Density properties involving bounded displacement 1.2 were first examined in [18] . Partial results were given in [5] and [7] , and the subject was discussed more systematically in [14] . Certain results on continuous 1-cocycles associated with a linear representation were pointed out in [14] . Their present generalizations are given in § 2, and play a central role in § 5, where we prove 1.2. (They also enter into related results by one of the authors' students [17] , dealing with automorphisms on minimally almost periodic groups.) They can also be used to give a very direct proof of 1.1 for linear and affine actions on a vector group, as explained in § 2.
2* Preliminary results on linear and affine actions* In this section we temporarily change notation and consider a continuous linear action G x V-> V of a not necessarily connected locally compact group G on a finite dimensional real vector space V. Letting H be any closed subgroup of G such that G/H has finite G-invariant volume, we shall study the relationship between boundedness of the iί-orbit of a subset S Q V and that of the G-orbit of S. We use the following notation. If G x X ->X is an action on a locally compact space X, let X c or J3(X, G) = {x G X: Gx is bounded (compact closure)} X flx = {x e X: g-x = x, all g e G} .
In the special case when G acts on itself by conjugation we use the more traditional notations B(G) and Z(G). If X = V is a vector group and G acts linearly, we write p: G -> GL( V) for the associated linear representation. Then a 1-cocycle with respect to p is a continuous function φ: G -> V such that
Note: These 1-cocycles correspond to the continuous affine actions A:G x V'-+ V related to the given p. Given such an action
for all g, p is a uniquely determined continuous linear representation, and φ is a typical 1-cocycle for p.
Let M{X) be the finite Borel measures on X, and M C (X) those with compact support; C C (X) and C 0 (X) are the continuous functions with compact support, or vanishing at infinity. We let G act on M(X) by taking
In discussing supports of invariant measures we may always replace μ by \μ\, and assume that μ ^ 0. If / is a bounded function on a subset S£ X, || f\\ s stands for the sup norm.
By dominated convergence it is easy to see that:
LEMMA 2.1. Let G x X->X be a continuous action. If g n ->g in G and μeM(X) 9 then g n *μ -> g-μ pointwise on C 0 (X). COROLLARY 
If D is a dense set in G and μ e M(X) is Dinvariant, then μ is G-invariant.
Our next lemma requires μ to have compact support. LEMMA 
Let G be a subgroup of GL(F), G* its algebraic hull, and μeM c (V).
If μ is G-invariant, then it is also G*-invariant. Proof . Let W be the linear subspace spanned by supp μ. Then μ is a measure on W and since supp μ is G-invariant, so is W. It follows that W is G # -invariant. To see that μ is G*-in variant, it is enough to show that it is invariant under G* | W. By continuity of the map g\-+g\ W in the Zariski topology it follows that G* | WQ (G I W)*. This means that we need only show that μ is invariant under {G\Wf\ i.e., we may assume that suppμ spans V. Since suppμ is compact and G-invariant, G is a bounded subgroup of GL(F). But G* is Euclidean closed in GL(F), so that G*^G~. Since the latter group must be compact, and therefore algebraic [23] , we conclude that G # = G~. The result now follows from 2.2. LEMMA 
Let φ be a 1-cocycle with respect to a finite dimensional continuous representation p:G -^GL(V). Then ψ(G) is a G-orbit under a continuous affine action on V.

Proof. For g e G let
Then A g is an affine map on V, and we have a continuous affine action since
Then we note that
A variant of the following lemma was stated without proof in [5] ; for completeness we give a short proof here, since the result is used heavily later on. and μ may be regarded as a measure on H n TF C ; using δ to transfer it back to V, we are done.
Thus we assume that our action is linear. Let K = (G \ V e )~; then K is a compact subgroup of GL (V c ) and uT/Stabj^Vo) is a homogeneous space with a finite K-mvariant measure. By compactness, this space is if-equivariantly homeomorphic to the orbit K-v 0 ; the invariant measure gives a i£-(hence G-) invariant measure on the orbit. Clearly K-v 0 = {G v Q )~, so the proof is complete.
We now come to our first theorem, which depends on a recent result of S. P. Wang [19] . THEOREM 
Let G be a locally compact group, p a continuous finite dimensional real representation of G on V, φ a 1-cocycle with respect to p, and H a closed subgroup of G such that GjH has finite volume (or is compact). If φ\ H is bounded, then φ itself is bounded.
We defer the proof for a moment. Taking p = id (so the 1-cocycle is any continuous linear representation of G), we get the linear action case of 1. reduction to the case of linear actions, to which we apply 2.6.
In studying displacements ( § 5) we will use 2.6 in situations where p is nontrivial. Moreover, in § 4 we will derive 2.7 from first principles by different methods-i.e., in the course of proving 1.3 ; these methods provide additional information which seems to be necessary in attacking the general density Theorem 1. 1. We also note that if (G, p, V) is a system whose bounded 1-cocycles are all trivial, then any 1-cocycle known to be bounded on H must in fact be trivial on both H and G. This can be useful. For example, if G acts linearly on V and if we know in advance that V C)G -F fix , it follows that any vector with bounded fi-orbit is actually G-fixed. In particular, if G x F-• V is a type E linear action, or is a complex analytic action, or if G is minimally almost periodic, this is so. 
By 2.4 we have φ(H) = A H (φ(e)), resp. φ{G) = A σ (φ(e)). Clearly these afBne orbits are bounded <=* the vector w 0 = (φ(e), ΐ)eW has bounded T(iϊ)-orbit, resp. T((?)-orbit.
We want to show T(G)w 0 is bounded. By [19] , if G^T'^TiH)*) then G/G λ is compact, so it suffices to show that T(G^w 0 is bounded; i.e., we may assume that 
Each orbit closure (H-x n )~ is associated with a finite, iί-invariant Borel measure μ n ^ 0 with precisely this set as its support, by 2.5; we may normalize so that \\μ n \\ = 1. Now μ = Σ {2~nμ n : n = 1, 2, •} is finite, iϊ-invariant, and has
As in the discussion of [2.7, this result extends easily to continuous affine actions. Our next corollary was also proved in [19] . COROLLARY 
Since π(H) Q H 1 there is a continuous induced map from GjH to G'jIΓ which is G-equivariant, namely p{gH) = π(g)H'. Using p to transfer a G-invariant measure μ on G/H to μ' defined by μ'(E) = μ{p~\E)) for Borel sets E £ G'jH', it is easy to see that μ r is ττ(G)-invariant, so (i) is established. Then (ii) follows from 2.2, and (ii) ==> (iii) if we take
If G x x X -> X is any continuous action on a locally compact space, and if G £ G 1 is any subgroup, it is obvious that (G*x)~ = (G~-x)~ for any orbit. In 1 
1 : xeG} = {x-gixeG} is bounded in W, and since G is closed in W, it is a bounded set in G itself. For the action on a set S £ G, use the same argument as in 2.9.
REMARK. For closed linear Lie groups, we get the following relations between the bounded elements B{H) = B(H, Int (if)) in H and the bounded elements B(G) in G, when GjH has finite volume: (i) B(H)=HΠB(G). (ii) If B(G) is trivial: B{G) = Z(fi), then B{H) = Z{H).
We have B(G) = Z(G) in the following particular situations: if G/R has no compact factors and the radical R is simply connected of type \E, or if G is a complex analytic group, or if G is minimally almost periodic [14].
3* Some theorems on faithful representations* The main purpose of this section is to prove theorems concerning faithful representations of certain not necessarily connected Lie groups. For the most part the methods make use of recent results of Hochschild [10] , which depend on extensive earlier work by Hochschild and Mostow, and of the work of Goto [3] , [4] on faithful representations with closed range. We are grateful to Prof. Hochschild for communicating the main arguments of [10] to us, and for other helpful comments. Some of the details from [10] are included below for the sake of completeness; in other places, arguments from [10] are presented in substantially revised form due to our need to construct faithful representations with closed range in GL(F). In this section we shall write jy(G) = Aut (G) and -^{G) = Int(G), for brevity.
The following preliminary results show that the connected Lie groups G we have in mind (Levi factor faithfully represented, simply connected nilradical) have faithful representations with certain additional properties. LEMMA 
Let G be a connected Lie group, R its radical and S a Levi factor. If S has a faithful representation then the semidirect product R x oS, where S acts by conjugation on R, is a finite covering of G. Moreover, if R is simply connected, then G=Rx ( ,S.
Direct calculations show that π(r, s) -r-s is a homomorphism of G x 0 S to G; it is surjective since G -R-S, hence is an open mapping. Its kernel F is closed, normal in R X O S; clearly F = {(x~\ x):
x eR n S} and Rf]S is discrete in the Lie topology of S, from which we see that F is discrete (hence central) in R x 0 S. Thus π is a covering homomorphism. Since S is faithfully represented it has finite center, hence S f] R (and F) are finite If R is simply connected, it has no proper compact subgroups, so Sf]R = (e) and F is trivial. LEMMA 
Let G be a subgroup of GL(F), F a normal subgroup compact in the relative topology (for example, a finite central subgroup) and let U be a subset of G consisting of unipotent elements. Then there exists a finite dimensional representation p: G-> GL (W) such that
Proof. Let G* be the algebraic hull of G in GL(F). Then F is a compact and therefore algebraic subgroup of G* [23] . Since F is normalized by G, G is Zariski dense in G*, and F is algebraic, F is normal in Gr. By a theorem of Chevalley [1] there exists a rational representation p of G* such that Ker p = F. Since p is rational and U consists of unipotent elements so doeS|θ(!7). Clearly then the restriction of p to G satisfies (i) and (ii). LEMMA 
Let G be any 2nd countable locally compact group, σ and τ representations of G on V σ and V τ respectively. If σ is faithful and has closed range then σ 0 τ is also faithful and has closed range.
Proof. For geG,
By the open mapping theorem applied to a we know A -σ(g) for some geG, and g n -> g. By continuity, τ(g n ) -> τ(g), so B = τ(g) and T = (σ 0 τ)(g) as required to show σ 0 τ has closed range. It is clearly faithful. PROPOSITION 
Let G be a connected Lie group with faithfully represented Levi factor S, and simply connected nilradical N. Then there exists a faithful representation p: G -> GL (V) which maps N to unipotent operators and p(G) is closed in GL(F).
Proof. We first prove the result except for closedness of p{G). Let G -R-S be the Levi decomposition. Since S is faithfully represented, we know by 3.1 that π: R X Θ S->G is a finite covering. [9] , 7 extends ϋ?-equivariantly to p on V such that p is unipotent whenever 7 is unipotent. In particular, p is unipotent on N.
By hypothesis S has a faithful representation. Let τ be its lift to R x θ S. Then Kerτ = i2. Now p®τ is a representation of Rx 0 S which is faithful for if (p 0 r)(#) = 1 then g e R and p(g) = 1, therefore 7(0) = 1 and so # = 1. Clearly p 0 τ is unipotent on JV since on i2 it equals p® I and ^ is unipotent on N.
Now there exists a faithful representation p of G on F which is unipotent on N; but p(G) may not have closed range. To deal with this condition we apply the techniques of M. Goto in [3] and [4] . As in Case 1 discussed above, R = M x 0 T where T is a maximal compact subgroup of R and M -π~\E) where π: R-^R/N is the canonical projection. Here M is a closed normal simply connected subgroup of R and T[G, G] is a closed normal subgroup of G. (The fact that [G, G] is closed in G follows from the existence of a faithful representation p (Theorem 4.5 of [3] ), and the normality of the various groups from the fact that they contain the respective derived groups.) Also since G is faithfully represented we have by [4 [8, 9] is [9, 9] 
] G = STM and ST f] M = (e). Now the Levi decomposition of
Since we are dealing with analytic groups we have
In fact [G, ϋ?] £ iV since it is represented unipotently under any representation of G and in particular the adjoint representation. Hence 
Since M is simply connected and
is a vector group. Thus, there exists a unipotent representation σ of G whose kernel is T[G, G]. Since p is faithful so is p 0 0". Since <o is unipotent on JV and a unipotent on G, p($σ is unipotent on N. If we knew p@σ(M) were closed we would be done; since R = M X Θ T we would get ^ 0
where /o® <x(T) is compact since T is. Finally, since p®σ is faithful and i? has closed range under it so must G by Theorem 2 of Goto [3] .
To see p 0 <j(Λf) is closed it is sufficient by [3] or [9] to show p0 In what follows Aut(g) will denote the automorphisms of the Lie algebra g and Aut (g) 0 its Euclidean identity component. The next two lemmas, outlined in [10] , are given here for the sake of completeness. Proof. Aut(g) is algebraic and Aut(g) 0 is of finite index by [22] . The derivations Der(g) constitute the Lie algebra of Aut(g) 0 . By a well known theorem (see Jacobson, Lie Algebras, §3.6) D(τ)Q n for an Z)eDer(g); therefore, all automorphisms a = e D map r into π, as do all the a e Aut (g) 0 . Now jy" is clearly closed, normal, of finite index in Aut (G), so j*" 2 Aut (G) o 2 Int (G); clearly induces trivial action on R/N. DEFINITION 
Proof. Let re^ and aej^(G).
Then ar\S) is a maximal semisimple analytic subgroup and therefore is a Levi factor. By Malcev's theorem, there is a g e G with a g a~\S) -S, hence also αα XS) = S. Now [9] . We need to verify that ^(τ^)^" 1 ) is unipotent for all τ e άf~' and x e R(G), and that ρ(τ(x)x~1) = 1 for all τ e ά r ' and xeS.
Since w = [J^(S): ^(S)] < oo, («,« | S) = («,«)• | S e ^(S
The latter point is obvious by definition of ά^. Since J^'S jy" and j/' acts trivially on R/N, τ(x)x~1 e N for all τ e S" and x e R; however since p is unipotent on N the result follows. 
We 
) = p(x n x?) = e-+ts so that t is invertible and p(x n )-*t in GI(T^).
Since ^ has closed range and is faithful the open mapping theorem furnishes us with an xeG so that x n ->x. Hence R Xn ->R x so T=R X . LEMMA 
Let p:H->G~L(V) be a continuous faithful representation , let G 2 H with finite index, and define r = Ind(iίtG, p). If L Q H is any subgroup on which p is faithful with closed range piL) Si GL (V), then τ is
U?=i τ(H)τ(x t ); if τ(H) is closed, then so is z(G). The representation space of τ is
W = {/: G > V: f(hx) = p h \f(x)], nil xeG,heH) .
Let 
Completion of the proof of 3.7. Now G x Θ & has finite index in G x θ *Sx?(G) since & has finite index in j^(G). Form the induced representation J = Ind (G x <^ f G x 0^f {G) f σ), a finite dimensional continuous representation of G x θ j^(G).
By the proof of 3.
8, J\Gxβ& contains a copy of σ; since σ is faithful on G x (/), J is also. The faithful linear representation d: J^f(G) -• Aut (g) S GL (g), given by the differential, when lifted to G X Θ J^(G) gives a linear representation dr with kerc£~ -G x (I). Then eZ~® J is a faithful representation of G x θ Ssf{G). Next we show (^©J)(G x (I)) is
closed; since J\G x (I) is faithful, it suffices, by 3.3 , to show that J(G x (I)) is closed. But by 3.8 this follows since σ has closed range and is faithful on G x (/). This proves 3.7.
The following results on faithful representations are not consequences of the results of Hochschild discussed above. We include them since they have proved to be useful in certain situations such as the study of bounded displacement, as in § 5. THEOREM 
Let G be a faithfully represented connected Lie group with simply connected radical. Let M be any connected Lie group containing G as a normal Lie subgroup, with M/G abelian. Then M has a faithful linear representation.
In particular, if a 6 J^f(G) lies on a 1-parameter subgroup then G x a Z is faithfully represented, where Z acts through powers of a. If the closed subgroup in j*f(G) generated by some power a n of a is compact, then G x a Z is again faithfully represented, for then {a nk :keZ}^ is a torus of finite index in {a nk }~. Applying 3.9 and then taking induced representations yields this result. THEOREM 
Let G be a (not necessarily connected) Lie group with a faithful linear representation p: G ->GL(F), and let ae j*r(fi). If there is a TeGL(V) [such that p(a(g)) = Tp(g)T~ι for all geG, then G x a Z has a faithful representation.
In particular, if some power of a is inner, say a p = a gy then p(a g {x)) -p(g)p(x)p(g)' 1 and one again takes an induced representation.
Proof of 3.9. Let M = R(M) S be the Levi decomposition of and π:M->M/G the canonical map. Then π(S) is a semisimple analytic subgroup of an abelian group and hence is trivial so SSG. It follows that S is a maximal semi-simple analytic subgroup of G and so is a Levi factor of G. Since R(G) is characteristic in G and G is normal in M, R(G) is normal in M. This means that R{G) is a normal subgroup of R(M). Let m, g, and % denote the lie algebras of M, G, and S respectively; then we have m=x(m)(&$ and g = x(g)0 §. It follows jthat m/g ~ x(m)/x(g). Thus R(M)/R(G) is abelian, so i?(G) 2 [i2(M), i?(ikf)]~. As a simply connected solvable analytic group, R(G) has no nontrivial compact subgroups. The same is true of [R(M), R(M)]~. It follows from [15] Theorem 1 that since S has a faithful finite dimensional representation (as a subgroup of G) and [R(M), R(M)]
~ has no nontrivial compact subgroups, the analytic group M also has a faithful representation. 
Proof of 3.10 (adapted from [8]). By induction it follows that
(g, ri)φ(g' f n') = p(g)T n p(g')T n ' = p(g)p(a n (g'))T n T n ' = p(ga n (g'))T n+n ' = φ({g, n)(g\ n')),
. Let V be a vector group and *$>/ an arbitrary subgroup of Aut(F) = GL(V).
Then V c = B(V, sf) satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) in 1.3 . In the latter part of (iii) we can actually insure that supp μ -(j%fχ)~. Note . At the same time we are, in effect, correcting a gap in Theorem 11 of [7] which is due to a subtle point in applying the result from [16] cited below. That result applies only to closd subgroups of GL(V). As Raghunathan has pointed out to us by way of an example, if J^f is not closed then boundedness of all the cyclic subgroups A z = {A n : neZ}, Ae Jϊf, does not insure that <$/~ has this property, and so the original group szf need not be relatively compact in GL(F).
Proof.
We use the following result on closed linear groups, given as Lemma 7.1 in [16] .
LEMMA. // G is a closed subgroup of GL (V) and if all cyclic subgroups g z ={g n :neZ} are bounded (<=> compact closure in GL(F)) for each g GG, then G is compact.
Since Jzfx and όzf~% have the same closure, it is clear that B(V, J*f) -B(V, J^~~); moreover, a finite Borel measure on V is -in variant <=> it is ^"-invariant. Thus we may replace jy by in proving (i) and (iii). By the following lemma, a layering for Szf~ is automatically a layering for «j^, so we also make this replacement in dealing with (ii). LEMMA 
Let G be a locally compact group and G x X-^X a locally compact G-space. For any dense subgroup H £ G the bounded elements are the same, B(X, H) = B(X, G). A layering from X down to Y with respect to G is also a layering with respect to H.
Proof. Apply the following argument to each layer. If xeXX
with n(i)-+oo 9 then g nH) VΓ\ K Φ φ, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume ό>/ is closed in GL(F). Since V is a vector space, it is evident that V c = B(V, J*f) is a vector subspace and hence closed, which proves (i). Once (ii) has been proved, we know that any ,j>/'-invariant, finite Borel measure on V has supp μ £ V e . The rest of (iii) has been done in 2. 5 We assert that there is an j^-invariant layering from V down to V*. We first show that for each Γej/ there is a T z -invariant layering from V down to V τ . Then we invoke some straightforward general facts about layerings proved in [5] ; a slight rewording of the discussion there shows they are valid for the strengthened notion of layering used in this paper. By [5] , Lemma 8.6, we can replace the T z -invariant layering down to V τ with an j^-invariant layering down to some j>^-invariant subspace U τ such that V τ 2 U τ 2 V*. (Note: The connectedness hypothesis mentioned in that lemma is superfluous, so it may legitimately be applied here.) Then by [5] , Lemma 2.2, there will be an ^-invariant layering from V down to V*. Notice that finitely many V τ intersect to give F*.
To produce the T z -invariant layering from V down to V Tf it is not hard to adapt the self-contained discussion of Proposition 8.1 of [5] to actions of Z x V-> V instead of R x V~> V. Actually, the arguments in [5] can be simplified, so for the sake of completeness we give these details. 
for all large A?. Obviously then T: {h) (U)-± oo in V -F'.] Thus we get an j^-invariant layering from F down to F*. Now, each cyclic subgroup in j^ | V* is bounded in GL (V*) since Te j^f => ΓI F* = Γ s I F^; if Jϊf \ V* were a closed subgroup of GLCFJ, we could invoke the lemma from [16] mentioned above to conclude that J^ \ V* is compact, from which it would follow that V* = V e . However (and this is the gap in [7] ), there seems to be no reason ,j^ ] F* should be closed, and we know that boundedness of the cyclic subgroups is not a property which can be passed from jy I F* to its closure in GL(F*). We circumvent these difficulties as follows. Write V 1 = F*, J^= ^f \ V t with closure J^~ Q (χL(V^). Since a group and its closure determine the same subspace of bounded vectors, we have
As above, there is a layering from V to V 1 -V* under the action of j&. In passing from >S%ζ (all Te J^ are semisimple with eigenvalues of absolute value 1) to ,J^ ~ we may pick up operators having unipotent part, or eigenvalues \μ\=£l; thus (FJ* = Π {(FJri Γe Jϊζ~} may be smaller that V x . If so, we begin a finite induction. Define F 2 = (FJ*, .£*£ = >X | F 2 = J^ | F 2 with closure j^2~ Q GL(F 2 ). Again, there is a layering from V 1 down to F 2 under the action of , but this is in fact a layering with respect to the action of (alias J^J) in view of 4.2. Thus we get a layering from V (through FJ to F 2 under the action of jaΛ If, once again, (F 2 )* = Π{(F 2 ) Γ : Γ6J^-}^F 2 we continue, defining V 3 = (V 2 )*, S$ζ= J^|F 3 = A|F 3 with closure j^J~ in GL(F 3 ), and so on. This process must stop, say at the λ th step since we lose dimension. We now arrive at a layering from V (through V l9
, V k^) down to V k and we have
Thus each Te.M~ is semisimple with eigenvalues of modulus one. Since J^£~ is a closed linear group we now apply [16] , Lemma 7.1, to conclude that j^~ is compact. Thus (F*)* = B(F fc , ..i^ί") = F β . This completes the proof of (ii), and hence of 3.1.
It is easy to extend this to continuous affine actions on V by imbedding V as a hyperplane in a larger space W, and realizing the action as the restriction of a linear action on the larger space, see the discussion of 2. 7 . We now make a crucial generalization of this simple idea.
Proof of 1.3 . In G let K be the largest compact connected subgroup in the nilradical N. This is actually a characteristic subgroup of G and G/K has simply connected nilradical N/K. [By examining the adjoint action of K on π, we see that any compact connected subgroup is central in N, hence K is just the largest compact connected subgroup normal in N. The latter description is canonical, so K is characteristic in G -invariant under Aut (G). N/K is clearly simply connected, having no proper compact subgroups. Note. In the nonlinear case, unless the nilradical is simply connected we do not seem to be able to take x e B(G, jzf) and find an j^-invariant measure μ with suppμ = (jy #)~, rather than («J^ #)~£ supp/ί £ JB(G, jy). The possibility of doing this gets lost during the transition from G to G/K if we have to deal with compact subgroups in the nilradical.
The density Theorem 1.1 now follows easily from 1.3 . Pushing this around by elements of *5%f and taking an average over *$/\& we get a -finite j^-invariant measure v on G: define (T a μ, /> = <Λ, f°a) for a e Aut (G), so that T aβ μ = T a μ for all a e β e &. If λ is the finite volume on jy/^i* we take
Proof of
all fe C C (G) .
Clearly ||v|| < oo, T a v = v for all αej/, and
Thus we get x e supp /« £ supp v £ ΰ(G, J^) and j&x is bounded as required.
Can one drop the condition on the Levi factor in G, thereby obtaining 1.1-1.3 for all connected G? There is a natural test case: G a simply connected semisimple Lie group with infinite center. By direct calculations, which we omit, we have shown that the results are true when G is the covering group of SL (2, R). For arbitrary simply connected semisimple groups, it would suffice to verify that closures of conjugacy classes have the following geometric property: let π: G -> G/Z(G) = G x be the covering homomorphism. For x e G, y e G x let C x , C y be their conjugacy classes and let C x , C y be their closures.
Conjecture.
If xeG and y = π(x) then π: C x ->C y is surjective and proper (inverse image of compact is compact).
If x is a semisimple element, then C x is already closed and the desired property follows easily; however, to derive 1.3 one needs to know that all classes have the property. Further work on this problem will be reported later.
Remark on bounded orbits. If G x X->X is a locally compact G-space, an element x with bounded orbit G x may actually have For the actions of automorphisms we have been considering, j*f x G -> G where *$/ £ Aut (G), this kind of behavior cannot occur; hence, the terminal set in any j^-invariant layering G -X o 2 2 X m must contain B(G, j^). There does not seem to be direct proof of this from general arguments about compactness, etc. However, it does follow from part (iii) of 1.3 : if x e B(G, jzf) then there is a finite, j^-invariant Borel measure with #esuppμ. Since \\μ\\ < °°, suppμ is forced to lie within the terminal set for any layering, so B(G, jzf) £ X m ; in particular, property (*) cannot hold for x.
In [5] there is a (harmless) misstatement concerning this point, see pp. 226 (5b) and 227 (5t). These remarks are never really used in the paper and may be deleted. Actually, the assertion being made is true, as a consequence of the main theorems of the paper; it does not seem to follow from general compactness arguments, as implied in the original lines.
5* Bounded displacement of automorphisms* We now take up discussion of Theorem 1.2, and some of its variants. If disp (a, B) is bounded then disp (a, A) is bounded. disp (a, B) is bounded, and similarly for the orbit O A (e, a) under A x I. Now take a faithful representation Θ\G x σ Aut(G)-^GL(F) as in 3.7 , such that G' = Θ(G x /) is closed. By making a further imbedding of GL(F) into SL(VφR) we may assume G' is a closed set in W = End (V). Now G x (a) is invariant under congujation by elements of G x /, and S=θ (Gx(a) ) is a closed G'-invariant set in W if we let G' act on W by similarity transforms, X -> AXA~\A eff, X e End (V)). 
The largest compact normal connected subgroup K(G) contains the product C of the compact factors in [G, G], since C is normal; by 5.1 we may assume that C is trivial. But then Ad(G) = Ad ([G, G]) also has no compact factors, and therefore has no automorphisms of bounded displacement [18] . COROLLARY 
Let G be a connected Lie group, H a closed subgroup with G/H of finite volume, and let αeAut(G). Suppose that G/R has no compact factors, and that the radical R has a type E Lie algebra or is 2-step solvable. If disp (a, H) is bounded, then a has bounded displacement.
Proof. If R is not simply connected then it has a proper central torus [14] , which by 5.1 we may assume is absent. Assuming R simply connected, the proof works by induction on the degree d of solvability of R. If eZ = 0 then G is semisimple without compact factors and so is minimally almost periodic, and the result follows from 5. 4 . In general, let V be the last proper term in the derived series for R, a closed vector group characteristic in both R and G. Then R/V is simply connected solvable of type E and the radical of 
Ad
Thus Ϋ is a 1-cocycle with respect to the adjoint representation of G on t>. Since disp (a, H) is bounded, φ \ H is bounded and so is ψ\H. By 2.6 ψ is bounded on G, and so is φ; a has bounded displacement. If R is 2-step solvable then [R, R\~ is abelian, and is the direct product V x T of a vector group and a torus. The Γ is characteristic in G, and by 5.1 may be assumed to be trivial. Now G/Fhas an abelian (type E) radical. By the previous paragraph, d e Aut(G/F) is trivial, so φ(g) = a(g)g~1e V for all geG.
Now we may again argue as above.
6* Infinite dimensional representations* In this section we deal with two infinite dimensional analogs of the Jϊ-fixed/G-fixed results of [14] . One of these uses a recent generalization of the Borel density theorem, given in [13] . If G operates on X then it also operates on M e (X) = finite Borel measures with compact support, giving rise to an infinite dimensional linear representation. Proof. If μ is if-invariant this means it is iϊ-fixed under the action of G on M C (V). By 2.3, it is infixed. But by [13] (or in case (i), by [2] ) these conditions imply that μ is G-fixed; therefore μ is a G-invariant measure.
We now turn to quite general, but unitary, representations on a Hubert space V. /y^S^(V) denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on V. The following is a well known result of Mackey [12] . THEOREM 
Let p be a strongly continuous unitary representation of the locally compact group G on a Hilbert space V. Let G act on 3έf£f{V) by (g, T) -> p g Tpg\ Then this representation is equivalent to p® p on V ® V. Hence it is a strongly continuous representation of G on <£%f.9*{V). It is weakly holomorphic if G is complex analytic and p is weakly holomorphic.
The following extends a result of S. P. Wang [21] , see also [20] ; 6.3 below is also an analog of results in [13] . Here the representations are unitary and infinite dimensional, while those of [13] were nonunitary and finite dimensional. and p h T = Tp h for all heH, then by the above we have ρ g T = Tp g for all gsG, as required. Now let P w be the orthogonal projection of V on W. Since W is finite dimensional, P w e£^<9*(V).
By if-invariance and the fact that p is unitary, p h P w -Pwph for all heH.
By the above, p g P w -P w p g for all g e G, which means that W is G-invariant. Clearly, it is G-fixed.
We remark that the extension of 6.3 to infinite dimensional subspaces W is false. In general, the compact quotient case of 6.3 as well as the corresponding statement in [21] is also false.
